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Dansk sammenfatning
Fosfor er et essentielt grundstof, der indgår i alt kendt liv. Det findes således i en lang
række centrale molekyler, der indgår i forskellige cellulære funktioner. På globalt
plan anvendes fosfor i produktionen af gødningsprodukter, og uden fosfor ville vi ikke
være i stand til at brødføde verdens befolkning. Mængden af de fossile reserver af
fosfor er desværre begrænset, og enkelte estimater forudser, at vi indenfor de næste
15-25 år forbruger mere fosfat, end vi kan producere. Der er derfor et internationalt
pres for at implementere bæredygtige retningslinjer for, hvordan fosfat forbruges,
samt for at udvikle nye teknologier til genanvendelse af fosfat fra vores spildevand.
Naturen har brugt milliarder af år på at raffinere proteiner, der interagerer med
en række forskellige fosfat-forbindelser. Dette er den primære inspiration for det
indeværende arbejde, og de overordnede ambitioner for rapporten er således: at
bidrage til den fremtidige udvikling af en genanvendelses-teknologi baseret på biol-
ogiske molekyler, at belyse fundamentale molekylære aspekter der er relevante ved
en sådan teknologi, samt vise hvordan computermodeller kan bruges i udviklingen
af en sådan teknologi. Det foreliggende arbejde kombinerer således et bredt spek-
trum af computer-modeller, helt fra atomare kvanteberegninger til makroskala fluid
dynamik, til at anskueliggøre en genanvendelsesteknologi baseret på biomolekyler.
Rapporten indledes med en statistisk analyse af eksperimentelle data fra kendte
proteiner. Dette giver et indblik i, hvordan proteiner i naturen interagerer med
forskellige fosfat-forbindelser i form af, hvilke aminosyrer der forefindes i protein-
ernes bindingssteder for fosfat. Derefter bruges metoder fra kvantemekanikken til
at undersøge fosfat-molekyler isoleret, og de kvantemekaniske metoder kombineres
derpå med metoder fra molekylær dynamik for at vise, hvordan det dynamiske sam-
spil mellem fosfater og proteiner kan beskrives og kvantificeres – Det vises således,
at nogle almindeligt brugte metoder, herunder B3LYP, ikke egner sig til at beskrive
interaktioner med fosfat, men såfremt andre computer-modeller bruges, eksempelvis
wB97XD eller PM6, så kan det godt lade sig gøre at simulere interaktioner med fos-
fat nøjagtigt. Slutteligt vises det, hvordan en open source fluid-dynamik model,
som vi har gjort frit tilgængeligt online, kan bruges til at optimere industrielt de-
sign, og det diskuteres, hvilke fordele og ulemper der er ved en række potentielle
udviklingsmuligheder for den foreslåede teknologi.
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Summary
Phosphorus is a ubiquitous element of all known life and as such it is found through-
out numerous key molecules related to various cellular functions. The supply of
phosphorus is tightly linked to global food security, since phosphorus is used to
produce agricultural fertilizers, without which it would not be possible to feed the
world population. Sadly, the current supply of phosphorus is based on the gradual
depletion of limited fossil reserves, and some estimates predict that within 15-25
years we will consume more phosphorus than we can produce. There is therefore a
strong international pressure to develop sustainable phosphorus practices as well as
new technologies for phosphorus recovery.
Nature has spent billions of years refining proteins that interact with phosphates.
This has inspired the present work where the overall ambitions are: to facilitate the
development of a recovery technology based on biological phosphorus scavengers,
to examine fundamental molecular system aspects relevant for such a technology,
and to motivate the use of computational techniques throughout an iterative design
process of such a technology. A wide spectrum of computational methods, from
atomic-scale quantum calculations to macro-scale fluid simulations, are employed
to hint at the potential of a recovery technology based on molecular bioscavengers.
As a first approach, data mining is used to obtain statistical information about
how proteins in nature interact with phosphate groups, thereby revealing character-
istic amino acid distributions of the binding sites. Quantum mechanical methods
are used to investigate how phosphate moieties are described using electronic struc-
ture methods, and molecular dynamics in combination with quantum mechanics are
used to show how the dynamical interaction between phosphates and proteins can
be described – it is found that certain commonly used computational methods, in-
cluding B3LYP, are ill-suited for characterizing interactions with phosphate groups,
but nevertheless that phosphate-protein interactions can efficiently be quantified
using other methods, e.g. wB97XD or PM6. Finally, it is shown how computa-
tional fluid dynamics can be used to optimize large-scale industrial processes using
an open-source model, which we have made freely available online to the membrane
community, and the advantages/disadvantages of different potential physical imple-
mentations of the proposed scavenger technology are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Phosphorus is an essential element for all known life and a key component of a wide
range of cellular systems. On the global scale, phosphorus is used by humans to
produce fertilizers, without which farmers could not achieve the high crop yields
that are needed to feed the world population. If the supply of such fertilizers was
ever to fail, humanity would face widespread famine on a scale unlike anything ever
seen before in known history.
By far the largest source of phosphorus is mined phosphate rock, a finite re-
source that is becoming increasingly expensive and subject to geopolitical tensions
as around 85% of the world’s remaining reserves are controlled by just five countries
[1, 2]. It is predicted that the growing demand for phosphorus could potentially
surpass the production rate from mined rocks in the coming decades, leading to
a terminal decline in the availability of phosphorus, yet there are currently no ex-
plicit international guidelines, policies or organizations responsible for ensuring a
long-term supply of phosphorus [3, 4]. Estimates of when such peak phosphorus
production may be reached vary, ranging between 15-25 years [4, 5], leading to
estimates for when the reserves are fully depleted of 100-400 years [4, 6, 7].
A majority of the mined phosphate rock (approximately 80%) is used to produce
mineral fertilizers for agricultural applications [8]. Unfortunately, only a fraction
of the phosphorus (approximately 40%) makes it into the intended crops while the
rest is lost along the way, causing serious environmental problems in the form of
eutrophication of lakes and other aquatic ecosystems [8, 9]. In a sense, we are facing
a unique problem of both having too little and too much phosphorus, and the cur-
rent environmental challenge along with the looming threat of a future phosphorus
crisis calls for a need to stimulate sustainable phosphorus practices and technology
development.
From the technology point-of-view, phosphorus has been a subject of interest
for several decades [10]. The focus has however mainly been directed on how to
most efficiently remove phosphorus and only recently is resource recovery starting
to get increasing attention [4, 6, 8]. Common approaches for phosphorus removal in-
volve chemical precipitation of the inorganic phosphate anions with cations of iron,
aluminium, calcium, magnesium, and/or ammonium, thereby producing a chemi-
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cal sludge that is usually disposed off in a landfill [4]. Another popular removal
method is enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EBPR), where bacteria capable
of capturing and storing high amounts of phosphorus are used [11]. The phosphorus
contained in the resulting biomass can subsequently be used as a soil amendment,
or be disposed off in a landfill. These methods have been developed for removing
phosphorus from municipal wastewaters; however, the job at hand is to capture
phosphorus from the largest phosphorus flows in a manner where it can be reused
on a global scale, and the current methods are not necessarily going to be effective
to address that issue [8].
In 2012, Satorius et al. conducted a survey of experts in the field of phosphorus
recovery, showing that phosphorus recovery is expected to become a well-established
process over the next 15-20 years for economic reasons and that the market for re-
covery technologies is projected to increase in the immediate future [12]. Many
full-scale installations for phosphorus recovery are already operational in Europe,
North America and Asia, demonstrating that recovery is technically feasible using
existing technologies in the form of chemical precipitation and EBPR [4]. However,
beyond technical feasibility also economical aspects, legislation, and national poli-
cies have an influence on the large-scale implementation of a technology. Adding
in considerations of socio-cultural feasibility [3], environmental benefits [13], and
multi-stakeholder supply chain risks [2], it is clear that the overall viability of any
recovery technology is difficult to quantify. Looking only at the price of phospho-
rus in phosphate rock (0.2–0.8e/kgP) there is currently no economic incentive for
phosphorus recovery, simply because the operating costs of current technologies are
too high (1.6–8.8e/kgP) [4]. Going a step further and taking into account the
environmental benefit of avoiding phosphorus discharge and/or the cost of already-
in-place phosphorus removal technologies, the recovery process can be shown to be
economically profitable at certain wastewater treatment plants [4, 13]. Even so, it
is difficult to improve on the current technologies [4], and there is room for the
development of new technologies that are (i) capable of recovering phosphorus with
high efficiency, (ii) capable of handling phosphorus flows that are difficult to inter-
cept (e.g. erosion and runoff), and (iii) can operate at even lower costs such that
the recovered resource can compete with naturally mined phosphate rock, thereby
greatly facilitating implementation of the technology [4, 8].
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1.1 A New Biomimetic Technology
In the quest of pursuing new technology humans have always looked at nature for
inspiration and solutions to our problems [14]. For the problem at hand, it is re-
markable to note that nature has spent billions of years refining the quintessential
methods with which cells utilize phosphorus [15]. In fact, nearly 20% of all known
proteins are known to interact with phosphate either in its inorganic form or bound
to an organic moiety such as a nucleotide [16] – the plural term phosphates is there-
fore often used in this thesis to refer to any compound containing the inorganic
phosphate anion PO3−4 .
An example of phosphorus utilization in bacteria and archaea can be found in
the Phosphate specific transport system (Pst), where high-affinity periplasmic phos-
phate binding proteins (PBPs) play a central role in enabling phosphate transport
to operate with high affinity and high selectivity at very low phosphate concentra-
tions [17, 18]. Even when looking at arsenate, which has striking similarities to
phosphate (nearly identical pKa-values, similarly charged oxygens, only ∼4% larger
thermochemical radii), some PBPs are capable of up to 4,500-fold discrimination
between the very similar molecules [19]. The PBPs are not consumed in the process,
nor does the process involve chemical bonding to the phosphate (as in the case of
chemical precipitation or EBPR); the PBPs bind in a reversible manner, capturing
and releasing phosphate as required to facilitate phosphate transport in the cell [18],
see Fig. 1.1. Such highly specific and regulated interactions with phosphate are an
integral part of biological systems, and it motivates the idea that these systems
could be imitated in new, biomimetic phosphorus recovery technologies.
Figure 1.1: Illustration demonstrating the binding of phosphate (HPO2−4 ) by a periplas-
mic phosphate-binding protein (PBP). PDB #4F1V.
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The idea of using proteins in biomimetic technologies is not new, one recent and
prominent example being the incorporation of aquaporin proteins into commercial
water filtration membranes [20]. Aquaporins are proteins used by cells to selectively
transport water across lipid bilayer membranes: by purifying and inserting the aqua-
porins into membrane support structures, it is possible to achieve highly efficient
biomimetic membranes capable of operating for extended periods of time with high
water permeability and solute rejection coefficients [20–22]. Another example is the
application of enzymes in industrial processes, enzymes being biological catalysts
capable of enhancing the rate of chemical reactions in living organisms. The use of
extracted enzymes in industry represents a biomimetic technology, where the num-
ber of applications has exploded in recent years, mainly owing to the advances in
protein engineering technologies and environmental/economical necessity [23–25].
Turning to consider the creation of a biomimetic technology for phosphorus re-
covery, one intuitive option is to base the design on protein bioscavengers capable
of capturing and releasing phosphorus compounds in a controlled manner and in-
corporating these proteins into a setup suitable for large-scale industry. From a
practical point of view, such a technology raises a series of fundamental questions
at different temporal and spatial scales, among these being (i) how proteins chemi-
cally interact with phosphates and how to design an optimal binding site, (ii) how
can proteins be engineered to capture and release phosphates in a controlled and
reversible manner and what are the dynamics of such molecular mechanisms, and
(iii) how can the designed bioscavengers be implemented in robust and scalable
industrial setups. Addressing these questions are challenging, in part because the
length scales of importance range from sub-nanometer for the interactions responsi-
ble for selective binding of phosphates, to potentially several meters for large-scale
industrial applications.
Especially questions about the smallest length scales can be difficult to address
since those scales are not easily observed experimentally. Therefore, theoretical
models capable of describing biomolecules are very attractive, and with advances
in modern computing power in recent years, the use of computational techniques
capable of describing molecular systems in atomistic detail have therefore become
increasingly popular. The scientific fields surrounding such numerical models are
vast, with focus being divided into many different basic methodologies and focus ar-
eas, including Quantum Mechanical (QM) calculations, which provide information
about the electronic structure of atoms and molecules [26, 27], Molecular Dynamics
(MD) simulations, which provide transient information about molecular movements
[28], Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, which can be used to sample molecular con-
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formations [29], and data mining techniques, which can be used to analyse large
amounts of data such as known protein structures and sequences [30, 31].
Turning from the design of the biomolecules to the design of application modules,
a bioscavenger technology can be imagined in a variety of different setups. These
range from having the scavengers free in solution, to attaching the scavengers to
porous substrates, and/or combining the scavengers with existing technologies, e.g.
membrane technologies such as reverse osmosis (RO) and forward osmosis (FO) [32].
Common for many potential applications is that they involve fluid flows, and also
at these larger length scales computational methods are firmly established as an
integral part of the industrial development process, namely, a broad range of tech-
niques grouped together under the common name of Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) can be used to simulate and analyse problems involving fluid flows [33].
As a first step towards developing a biomimetic resource recovery technology, it
is compelling to gain as much theoretical insight about the systems of interest as
possible beforehand. Computational techniques provide an inexpensive way of ob-
taining such information, and can therefore greatly assist subsequent efforts towards
realizing the technology in experimental settings.
1.2 Aims of the Thesis
The intent of the work performed in this thesis is to apply computational tech-
niques to acquire information relevant for the creation of a biomimetic technology
for phosphorus recovery. More specifically, the aims can be listed as follows:
Aim 1 Use data mining to analyse experimentally determined protein structures
known to interact with phosphate moieties, thereby obtaining information
about how binding sites for phosphates are designed in nature.
Aim 2 Apply electronic structure methods to investigate the fundamental molec-
ular properties of phosphates and the differences in properties between phos-
phates and analogues molecules such as arsenates and sulphates.
Aim 3 Gain an understanding of the dynamics involved in phosphate binding in
proteins by using molecular dynamics to sample the conformational ensemble
of an intrinsically disordered peptide known to selectively bind phosphate.
Aim 4 Develop and demonstrate how a computational fluid dynamics model can
be used to optimize module design in a technology based on forward osmosis.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is written around the four studies presented in Papers I - IV and the four
aims listed in Sec. 1.2, with each aim having a full chapter devoted to motivating the
study in question, providing relevant background information and theory, as well as
discussing the results and perspectives of the study.
Chapter 2 Describes how data mining can be used to obtain information about
how proteins in nature bind phosphates. The chapter introduces and
reviews how proteins in general interact with phosphates.
Chapter 3 Gives a rudimentary introduction to electronic structure methods, re-
views how such methods are used in the biochemical literature sur-
rounding phosphate moieties, and investigates the use of such methods
for describing phosphate, sulphate and arsenate molecules.
Chapter 4 Reports on how a combination of quantum mechanics and molecular
dynamics can be used to examine the dynamical interaction between
phosphate and a short phosphate-binding peptide in solution.
Chapter 5 Taking forward osmosis as a basic membrane technology upon which
a phosphorus recovery application could be based, it is shown how
computational fluid dynamics can be used to optimize module design.
Chapter 6 Summarizes the obtained results and discusses their implications for the
future development of a biomimetic phosphorus recovery technology.
The thesis is structured in this manner because there is a high diversity in the
theoretical background underlying each study, and therefore readability is increased
by taking each study at a time rather than clumping together all the theoretical
knowledge in one initial chapter.
CHAPTER 2
Data Mining
During the last few decades, biologists have continuously accelerated their efforts in
understanding biological processes, an undertaking which has resulted in a surge of
biological data. The resulting information is disseminated in various heterogeneous
databases and more than 500 of such databases can now be found in the scientific
literature [34]. Examples include the GenBank database, which at the time of
writing contains more than 100.000.000 DNA sequences [35], and the RCSB Protein
Data Bank which contains more than 110.000 experimentally determined protein
structures [36].
Exploiting biological databases for the discovery of new knowledge poses a se-
ries of fundamental data analysis difficulties, e.g. issues with handling noisy and
incomplete data, the processing of computationally intensive tasks, and integrating
data from different sources [37]. Bioinformatics, or computational biology, is the
interdisciplinary science of interpreting biological data using information technology
and computer science. A particularly active area of research is the application and
development of data mining techniques, data mining being a subfield of computer
science where computational algorithms are used for discovering patterns in large
data sets (”big data”) using methods derived from artificial intelligence, machine
learning, statistics, and database systems [38, 39].
Of all the known protein structures, nearly 20% interact with phosphates, either
in the inorganic form or bound in an organic moiety [16], and as a first step towards
understanding how proteins in nature bind phosphates, it is therefore compelling
to extract as much information from these structures as possible. In this chapter a
literature review for what is known about how proteins in nature bind phosphates
is presented and the data mining study in Paper I is motivated and discussed.
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2.1 Phosphate Binding Proteins in Nature
The ubiquitous nature of phosphates in biology means that their interactions with
proteins have been extensively studied in the scientific literature, both in the case
of individual proteins binding to inorganic phosphates and for proteins binding to
phosphate moieties such as nucleotides or co-factors [40]. Going back to some of the
earliest discoveries, in 1974 Rossmann et al. identified a protein fold now known as
the ”Rossmann fold”, which is commonly found in mono and dinucleotide binding
proteins [41]. From the Rossmann fold, two glycine-rich consensus sequences were
identified, GXXGXGK(S,T) and GXGXXG, which were found to be involved in
mono- and dinucleotide binding, respectively [42, 43]. Later in 1982, Walker et al.
investigated distantly related sequences of a series of ATP-requiring enzymes and
identified highly conserved consensus sequences, which were denoted Walker A and
Walker B motifs [44]. The Walker A motif is now also commonly known as the
”P-loop”, for the role it plays in interacting with phosphate compounds, see Fig. 2.1.
a) b)
Figure 2.1: Alignment of randomly selected P-loops from different protein families. a)
loops from structures with bound ligands (ligands not shown), b) loops from structures
without bound ligands.
.
The consensus sequence for the P-loop is GXXXXGK(S,T), although within
some protein families it is possible to refine the sequence, such that for example in
adenylate kinases the consensus sequence is GXPGXGKGT [45]. In general, the
glycine residues (G) in the P-loop and Rossmann fold sequences are believed to
adopt conformations that would not be tolerated by any other amino acid with a
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side chain, and the conserved lysine residues (K) are postulated to be important both
for the conformation of the P-loop, as well as for stabilization of the interaction with
the β and γ phosphates in mono-nucleotides [40]. Whereas in di-nucleotide binding
motifs, a glycine-rich Rossmann fold is often located at a tight turn between a β
strand and an α helix [46], the mono-nucleotide binding proteins often contain rather
long P-loop sequences that connect a β strand and an α helix, and the P-loop is
therefore sometimes referred to as ”a giant anion hole” [47]. The classical P-loop
generally binds the common anti conformation of ADP/ATP; however, a ”novel P-
loop” with the highly conserved sequence PXXXGLGSSAA has also been identified,
which binds the unusual syn conformation instead [48].
Gly12
Thr35 Ala18
Lys16
GppNpGly13
Gly15
Ser17
Figure 2.2: Region of the crystal structure for the protein p21, showing how a GTP
analogue (GppNp) is bound in a site containing a P-loop (GAGGVGKS) connecting an
α helix and a β strand. Atoms are colored as follows: carbon atoms in protein (gray),
carbon atoms in ligand (green), oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), phosphorus (orange). PDB
#5P21.
Beyond the Rossmann folds and P-loops, Denesyuk et al. identified another
novel anion binding motif known as the CαNN structural motif, which includes one
Cα atom and two backbone N atoms interacting with pyridoxal-5’-phosphate (PLP)
[49]. Another commonly observed structural motif which is often used by Actin,
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HSP70 (heat shock protein 70) and some sugar kinases, consists of residues from β
hairpins which can tightly interact with phosphates [48].
Taken together, there are a variety of conserved structural motifs in phosphate-
binding proteins, but the consensus for many of these motifs are that they often
feature binding sites containing several glycine residues as part of a loop structure,
an adjacent lysine residue participating in the phosphoryl interaction, and also often
the positively polarized N terminus of an α helix [40]. In many binding sites, it is
astounding how the P-loops ”wrap” tightly around the phosphate moieties with a
highly specific and near-macrocyclic organization of NH-residues towards the bound
anions, see Fig. 2.2. These finely tuned spatial arrangements of residues in the
binding sites are suggested to be what allows the proteins to differentiate between
molecules such as phosphate and sulphate, even though the differences in size and
charge for these are very subtle [50].
For a long time investigations of phosphate binding proteins had primarily been
focused on the information that could be obtained from single X-ray crystal struc-
tures. In 2007, however, Hirsch et al. made one of the first statistical evaluations
of a large number of crystal structures obtained from phosphate-binding proteins
(3003 structures in total) [40], thereby providing more comprehensive insight into
the nature of how proteins interact with phosphates. These analyses revealed sev-
eral interesting observations; until then, it was believed that most phosphates were
bound by proteins with the assistance of a co-bound metal cation, but the sta-
tistical analysis showed that this was only the case for one third of the sampled
structures, and 1070 of the structures even bound phosphates in the absence of
both metal cations as well as any positively charged amino acid residues such as
lysine or arginine. Their study furthermore revealed characteristic distributions of
amino acids in the binding sites which could be used as ”fingerprints” for the dif-
ferent classes of phosphate binding proteins, as well as concluded that phosphate
binding sites show a strong dependence on location, such that towards the protein
surface cationic residues and metals are commonly found, while binding sites deep
inside the proteins have a higher tendency of neutral amino acids [40].
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2.2 Study Motivation & Paper I
The studies by Hirsch et al., as well as previous investigations into individual phos-
phate binding structures, focus primarily on the direct interactions between the
phosphate moiety and the protein amino acids. The coordination of phosphorus
compounds in a protein binding site is, however, likely also influenced by inter-
actions that go beyond these first shell interactions. The ”shell” terminology is
borrowed from the field of metalloproteins, where proteins are known to direct the
interactions with metal ions not only by first shell protein-metal interactions but
also indirectly (via protein-protein interactions) in a ”second shell”, i.e. protein
residues interacting with protein residues in the first shell of the binding site [51].
For metalloproteins, this second shell is known to be of great importance, e.g. in
protecting and shielding the binding site [52], stabilizing the binding site [51, 53], for
enhancing the binding site affinity [54, 55] and, in general, fine-tune the environment
of the binding site [56, 57].
Because second shell interactions play an essential role for metalloproteins, we
hypothesized that also for phosphate binding sites the second shell interactions
might play a significant role in tuning the physiochemical properties of the binding
sites. Our motivation for the study at hand, as presented in Paper I, was therefore
to perform a structural survey of all known phosphate binding proteins, and address
the importance of both first and second shell interactions in the phosphate binding
sites.
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2.3 Conclusions & Outlook for Paper I
A total of 8307 protein structures were selected from the RCSB Protein Data Bank
by their ability to bind different classes of phosphorus compounds and similarly to
what Hirsch et al. observed, we also found that ∼74% of the structures bound the
phosphorus compounds without the assistance of co-bound metal cations. Further-
more, it was shown that the amino acid distributions of the first shell are not simply
determined by the type of phosphorus compounds, but also by the tendency of the
different compounds to co-bind with metal cations: e.g. Mg2+ is rarely found in
binding sites for inorganic phosphate, whereas it is more common in binding sites
for pyrophosphate. The second shell of the phosphate binding sites was observed
to be remarkably conserved across the investigated structures, suggesting that it is
indeed important for stabilization and potentially also for fine-tuning the internal
environment such as to reinforce specificity and affinity of the binding site.
The study as a whole contributes to the overall understanding of how phospho-
rus compounds are bound by proteins in nature. In addition to such fundamental
information it also provides a tool for sampling information about binding sites for
specific phosphorus compounds, which can be of use when designing bio-scavengers
for phosphorus recovery. Designing a universal bio-scavenger may be challenging,
but for a specific molecule such as inorganic phosphate, the study quantifies the
relative importance of individual residues in both the first and second shell of the
binding site. The information obtained by data mining as used in this study in-
herently contains an unquantified degree of noise because of the large number of
structures investigated – in actively developing a bioscavenger for a specific com-
pound, the grouping of structures can however be further refined based on e.g.
protein family or structural features of interest, thereby reducing the amount of
noise. Data mining may thus be an invaluable tool that can aid an iterative design
process by providing information about the importance of the individual structural
components of a binding site, or even provide suggestions for improving the binding
site.
CHAPTER 3
Electronic Structure Methods
A central goal of this project was to investigate phosphate molecules and their
interactions with proteins using various computational methods. Such computa-
tional methods are derived from different scientific theories, a theory being a well-
substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world as acquired through
scientific methods and repeated experimentation and observation. Theories gener-
ally aim to be inductive in nature and have predictive/explanatory capability, and
perhaps one of the most basic theories is that of quantum mechanics (QM). Said in
another way, QM is a fundamental branch of science that is concerned with, among
other things, the behaviour of atoms, molecules and electrons. Electronic structure
methods, which are the computational methods investigated in this chapter, derive
from the laws of QM rather than classical physics, and as suggested by the name
specifically relate to predicting the electronic structures of atomic and molecular
systems.
In this chapter, a short introduction to QM and computational chemistry is given.
A comprehensive overview of the scientific fields surrounding electronic structure
calculations would require several weighty volumes and the following textbooks can
be recommended for the interested reader: Jensen [26], Atkins and Friedman [58]
and Kohanoff [59]. Computational QM methods are frequently used by molecular
biologists for investigating systems of interest, and therefore it is reviewed in this
chapter how these methods are employed in the scientific literature to describe
phosphate-binding proteins. Finally, potential pitfalls of using QM methods for
describing protein-phosphate interactions are highlighted, which motivates the study
presented in Paper II.
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3.1 Molecular Quantum Mechanics
Neglecting relativistic effects, QM theory stipulates that the energy and all other
related properties of a collection of electrons and nuclei are governed by a Hamil-
tonian H, and that all these properties can in principle be obtained by solving the
time-independent Schrödinger equation [59]:
HΨn(R, r) = EnΨn(R, r) (3.1)
where En are the energy eigenvalues and Ψn(R, r) the corresponding many-body
wave functions, R is a set of nuclear coordinates and r is a set of electron coordinates.
In more practical terms, the Hamiltonian is an operator that includes terms for the
kinetic energies of the nuclei and electrons, the electron-nucleus attractive potential,
and the nucleus-nucleus and electron-electron repulsive potential energies [59]. The
meaning of the wave functions is provided in Born’s statistical interpretation, which
states that |ψ(ri, t)|2 is the probability of finding a particle with wave function ψ at a
given location ri at time t [60]. Solving Eq. (3.1) typically poses a daunting challenge
given the fact that often it is a multi-component many-body system interacting
through two-body Coulomb interactions, and analytical solutions are thus limited
to only a few cases such as the hydrogen atom, and even numerical solutions are
limited to small molecules [58].
Instead of attempting to solve the Schrödinger equation for all particles simul-
taneously, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation can be employed (under appropri-
ate conditions [59]), which essentially assumes that electrons can respond almost
instantaneously to a displacement of the nuclei, and therefore that the nuclei can
be regarded as fixed [58]. The electronic configurations can then be calculated in
the ”static” potential of the nuclei, and from a set of such calculations (at differ-
ent nuclear conformations), a Potential Energy Surface (PES) can be constructed,
see Fig. 3.1. The nuclei are also quantum objects with associated wave functions;
however, if the nuclei are considered as classical particles, the force on them could
be calculated from the gradient of the electronic energy ∇Ee(R), and thereby their
equations of motion could be derived from electronic calculations. Luckily this ap-
proximation turns out to be justified by looking at the thermal wavelengths of the
nuclei at room temperature which in the worst-case scenario of hydrogen is only
0.2Å [59].
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of potential energy curve for a di-atomic molecule. The distance
represents the distance between the two atoms..
A typical goal is to solve ∇Ee(R) = 0 and thereby find a local minimum on the
PES, a procedure which is known as a geometry optimization. However, to obtain
∇Ee(R) it is still necessary to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation, a
procedure which is known as an electronic structure calculation. In the following
Secs. 3.1.1 - 3.1.2, two fundamental approaches to such electronic calculations are
introduced, namely the wave function theory (WFT) and density functional theory
(DFT) methods.
3.1.1 Wave Function Methods
In ab initio (first principles) WFT methods, a model is chosen for describing the
electronic wave function, and based on this model the wave function of the system
is determined using only fundamental physical constants and the atomic numbers.
The accuracy of the method is thus determined solely by the form of model wave
function and as the accuracy of the model wave function is increased, its solution
accordingly approach that of the real solution of the Schrödinger equation [27].
One of the most fundamental WFT methods still in use is that of Hartree-Fock
(HF), see [61] for a recent review. In HF theory, a complete set {ψi} of orthonormal
spin-orbitals are considered, where each spin orbital is given as the product of a
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spatial orbital ϕ(ri) and a spin function (either spin up, α, or spin down, β). Given
that electrons are fermions, the total wave function must be anti-symmetric under
exchange of particles: this is satisfied in HF theory by assuming that the ground-
state wave function Ψ0 can be constructed as a product of orbitals as arranged in
a single Slater determinant, noting that determinants possess the general property
that they change sign whenever two rows or columns are interchanged [62]:
Ψ0 =
1√
N !
det|ψ1ψ2...ψN | (3.2)
where N is the number of electrons. The ground-state energy EHF0 for the HF
method can be shown to be [61]:
EHF0 =
N∑
i
⟨ψi|hˆ|ψi⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
hi
+12
∑
i,j
[
⟨ψiψj|1
r
|ψiψj⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jij
−⟨ψiψj|1
r
|ψjψi⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kij
]
(3.3)
where hˆ is a one-body core Hamiltonian with corresponding one-electron integral
hi, which describes the motion of a single electron interacting with all the nuclei in
the system [61]. Eq. (3.3) introduces the two-electron integrals Jij and Kij, which
are known as the Coulomb and Exchange integrals, and it is noted that when i = j
they lead to exact cancellation [58]. Turning back to the electronic calculation,
i.e. the solving of Eq. (3.3), this can be performed by using the Euler-Lagrange
variational principle, where the N spin-orbitals {ψi} are varied until the energy
EHF0 reaches a minimum value [58]. Practically this is done by forming an initial
guess of {ψi}, which are used to form a so-called Fock operator, that in turn can be
used to estimate a new guess of the spin-orbitals, a process which can be repeated
until a convergence criterion related to the energy change has been met [58]. The
resulting spin orbitals are said to be self consistent and calculations of this type are
known as self-consistent field (SCF) calculations [26].
Although HF theory has been a major achievement in computational physics
and chemistry, it is a somewhat crude approximation to the true many-body ground
state, given that it is based on a single determinantal wave function as specified in
Eq. (3.2). A single-determinant approximation does not correctly take correlation
effects into account and the energy of HF is always higher than the exact energy [59].
The difference, EHF0 − EExact0 , was coined by Löwdin as the correlation energy [63]
and in practise is a term used to describe the inadequacy of the HF model. The word
correlation, however, has to be used with caution since HF does include a certain
amount of electron correlation arising from the antisymmetry of the wave function
in Eq. (3.2), which prevents two electrons of parallel spin from being found at the
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same point in space (accordingly also known as Fermi correlation) [64]. Another
contribution is that of Coulomb correlation, which describes the correlation between
spatial positions of electrons due to their Coulomb repulsion – electrons in HF can
be said to only experience the average electron density of the other electrons, while
in reality electrons are particles that experience instantaneous Coulomb repulsion
upon encountering other electrons [26, 58, 59]. For a recent review of electron
correlation in computational chemistry see ref. [64].
To account for electron correlation, several post-HF methods have been devel-
oped, including but not limited to Möller-Plesset methods (MP2, MP3, MP4 etc.)
[65], where electron correlation effects are added by means of perturbation theory,
and Configuration Interaction (CI) methods, where instead of a single determinant
wave function, a linear combination of the ground state and excited state determi-
nants is used to construct the wave function [66]. For more detailed information on
the post-HF methods see ref. [26].
3.1.2 Density Functional Theory
In HF and post-HF methods, spin-orbital wave functions are sought that can be used
to solve the Schrödinger equation. HF by itself however lacks a proper description
of the electron correlation energy, and post-HF methods are often many times more
computationally expensive than HF and can thus only be applied to very small
molecules of interest. DFT methods are therefore an attractive alternative and are
often used for larger systems since they include electron correlation effects and only
require about as many computational resources as HF [27].
It is somewhat of a controversial question whether DFT methods can be denoted
as ab initio given that many methods are parametrized [27]; however, DFT in its
purest form as a theory is principally exact and like any ab initio theory it is based
only on fundamental physical constants and atomic numbers. DFT is based on
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, published in 1964, which establishes that the ground
state energy (and all other ground-state electronic properties) of a system can be
uniquely determined from the electron density, ρ(r) [67]. Unfortunately, the theorem
does not provide the functional form for how the energy depends on the electron
density; it only proves that such a functional exists. In 1965 W. Kohn and L. J.
Sham showed that the energy of an n-electron system can be written as a function
of the electron density as follows [59, 68]:
E[ρ] = TR[ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)vext(r)dr+ EH [ρ] + EXC [ρ] (3.4)
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with:
TR[ρ] = − h¯
2
2me
N∑
i=1
⟨ψi(r)|∇2|ψi(r)⟩ (3.5)
EH [ρ] =
1
2
∫ ∫ ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ (3.6)
Looking at Eq. (3.4), the first term TR[ρ] represents the kinetic energy of the
electrons, the second term is the external potential acting on the system (at mini-
mum the electron-nucleus interaction), and the third term, EH , is the Coulomb (or
Hartree) energy. The last term is denoted the exchange-correlation energy, and it is
the only term for which an exact expression is not known [26]; the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem demonstrates that EXC is a functional of the electron density ρ, but does
not provide an analytical form for it. The spin-orbitals of Eq. (3.4) are known as
Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals, and once these have been computed, the electron density
can be calculated from the sum of the orbitals, namely:
ρ(r) =
N∑
i=1
|ψi(r)|2 (3.7)
Different approximations of the EXC functional are discussed in Sec. 3.1.3. The
variational principle can be applied to the electronic energy in Eq. (3.4) to obtain
the KS equations for the one-electron orbitals ψi(r1) [59]:{
− h¯
2
2me
∇2 + veff(r)
}
ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (3.8)
with:
veff(r) = vext(r) +
∫ ρ(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ + δEXC [ρ]
δρ(r) (3.9)
where εi are the KS orbital energies. Given an approximation for EXC , Eq. (3.8)
can be used in a SCF calculation, where initially a guess is provided for the electron
density that is then used to calculate the approximate EXC functional, which is
used in Eq. (3.8) to obtain the KS orbitals, and from this new set of orbitals a new
electron density can be computed using Eq. (3.7). In this manner the self-consistent
procedure can be repeated until convergence, at which point the ground state energy
and electron density has been determined.
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3.1.3 Exchange-Correlation Functionals
The primary source of error in DFT typically stems from the approximate nature of
the exchange-correlation functional, and the search for ever more accurate and com-
putationally efficient functionals is therefore still an active area of research. By now
numerous schemes for approximating the EXC energy can be found in the scientific
literature, and in this section only a bird’s-eye view of the different functionals is
presented. See ref. [26, 59] for more details.
The different exchange-correlation functionals often belong to a specific group,
e.g. functionals may be based on the local density approximation (LDA) which
assumes that the electron density varies slowly and that EXC can be calculated
using formulas derived for a uniform electron density, or alternatively be based on the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) where also the gradient of the electron
density is considered [59]. The applicability of the different types of functionals
depends largely on the system of interest, e.g. GGA can lead to large improvements
over LDA especially in systems where the electron density undergoes substantial
changes, such as in some molecules.
The exchange-correlation functionals are often separated into an exchange func-
tional and a correlation functional for describing exchange and correlation energies,
respectively. In this way many functionals are named by their combination of ex-
change and correlation functional, e.g. the popular functional BLYP is a combina-
tion of the GGA exchange functional by A.D. Becke [69] and the GGA correlation
functional by C. Lee, W. Yang and R.G. Parr [70]. Beyond combining different
exchange and correlation functionals, in 1993 A. Becke introduced the concept of
hybrid functionals, where the DFT exchange term is mixed with the exact exchange
from HF [71]. Within the field of organic computational chemistry, especially the hy-
brid functional B3LYP gained enormous popularity in the 90s, having the following
functional form [72]:
EB3LYPXC = ELSDAX + α0(EHFX − ELSDAX ) + αx(∆EB88X )
+αCELYPC + (1− αC)EVWNC (3.10)
where ELSDAX is the local spin density approximation (LSDA) exchange func-
tional [73], EB88X is Becke’s gradient correction to the LSDA exchange functional
[69], ELYPC is the Lee-Yang-Par correlation functional [70], and EVWNC is local cor-
relation functional by Vosko, Wilk and Nusair [74]. The parameters α0 = 0.20,
αX = 0.72 and αC = 0.81 of Eq. (3.10) have been chosen to best fit a database of
molecular properties [71]. Although B3LYP and similar functionals have been an
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immense contribution to the field of computational chemistry and are successful in
many applications, they still lead to qualitative failures, noticeably in asymptotic
regions of molecular systems where they can predict an exponential electronic den-
sity decay rather than the correct 1/r decay [75]. The self-interaction errors causing
these incorrect trends can be qualitatively resolved by using long-range corrected
functionals, where the amount of HF exchange is increased with the distance r,
such that long-range electron-electron interactions are described almost 100% by
HF exchange [76]. Another drawback of many DFT functionals is that they fail
in properly describing dispersion interactions at inter-atomic distances, dispersion
being defined as an attractive part of the van der Waals (vdW) interaction between
non-bonded atoms, and therefore the development of dispersion-corrected function-
als is also actively pursued [77].
Overall, all current DFT functionals are approximations and no functional (so
far) is accurate for all properties of interest in all cases. Functionals are continuously
improved, e.g. the ”modern” long-range corrected functional ωB97X [75] was shortly
after release updated to also include dispersion corrections leading to the functional
ωB97X-D [76]. In a review paper by A. D. Becke from 2014, he starts off by stating
”Density-functional theory (DFT) is a subtle, seductive, provocative business. Its
basic premise, that all the intricate motions and pair correlations in a many-electron
system are somehow contained in the total electron density alone, is so compelling
it can drive one mad.” [78] – highlighting both the advantages and challenges that
computational chemists are faced with in working with DFT. In the end, it is left
up to the user to use experience and intuition to decide which functional to use for
a given problem, giving also consideration to the available amount of computational
resources.
3.1.4 Basis Sets
A final aspect of electronic structure methods that deserves mention is their prac-
tical implementation, specifically in terms of the use of basis sets. Basis sets are
mathematical descriptions of the orbitals within a system (which in turn are used
to model the electronic wave function) and larger basis sets generally refer to math-
ematical descriptions that impose fewer restrictions on the locations of the electrons
in space [27].
Common basis sets for QM methods are based on linear combinations of gaus-
sian functions, mainly because these are computationally efficient when it comes to
integral evaluation. A minimum basis set includes the minimum number of basis
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functions required for representing all the electrons of each atom, e.g. the basis set
STO-3G is a minimal basis set where three gaussian functions (accounting for the
”3G”) are used for each basis function. The basis sets can be made larger by increas-
ing the number of basis functions per atom, e.g. in the X-YZg basis sets introduced
by John Pople, X is the number of gaussian functions used for the core atomic
orbitals, and Y and Z indicate that the valence orbitals are composed of two basis
functions, one with Y gaussians and one with Z gaussians [79]. Examples include
split valence basis sets such as 3-21G and 6-31G, or triple-split valence basis sets such
as 6-311G [27]. To allow orbitals to change shape, it is common to add polarized
basis functions to basis sets, such as in 6-31(d,p) where d functions are added to
heavy atoms and p functions to hydrogens. Finally, for atoms and molecules where
electrons are relatively far from the nucleus, diffusive basis functions can be added,
e.g. in 6-31++G diffusive functions are added to both heavy atoms and hydrogen
atoms, which allow the orbitals to occupy a larger region of space. More information
on basis sets can be found in standard textbooks on computational chemistry, see
refs. [26, 58, 59].
For the remainder of this thesis a model chemistry is used to refer to the partic-
ular combination of QM method and basis set, e.g. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) refers
to calculations performed with the DFT functional B3LYP and the basis set 6-
311++G(d,p).
3.2 QM and Phosphate Binding Proteins
Computational QM methods have had a tremendous impact on our understanding of
small molecular systems during the last few decades and it is compelling to believe
that the same level of knowledge can also be brought to biological systems [80].
Indeed, in 2011 a popular paper was published in Nature with the title ”The Dawn
of Quantum Biology”, arguing that coherent quantum processes are ubiquitous in
the natural world, noting that ”biology has a knack for using what works. And if
that means quantum hanky-panky, then quantum hanky-panky it is” [81].
One of the main obstacles in applying QM methods to biological systems, which
typically involves on the order of thousands of atoms, are the computational bot-
tlenecks of most electronic structure methods. Nevertheless, with the advance of
faster computing resources and increased accessibility of computational chemistry
software, QM methods are today almost routinely being used by biochemists around
the world to investigate biological systems of interest [80]. As discussed in Chapter
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2, interactions with phosphates are quintessential in biological systems and indeed
the scientific literature is rich with examples where QM methods are used for de-
scribing phosphates and interactions with phosphates. A short overview of some of
these studies is given in the following.
Small Phosphate Molecules
It is compelling first to look at the phosphate molecules themselves, all the way
from the simple oxyacid H3PO4 and its anions (H2PO−4 , HPO2−4 and PO3−4 ), to
more complex organophosphates such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The earli-
est calculations were mainly performed in the gas phase, e.g. in 2000, Rustad et
al. performed gas-phase calculations of a series of oxyacids (including phosphates)
using B3LYP with different basis sets, and from the results they obtained geometric
structures, gas-phase acidities, and vibrational frequencies for the molecules that
are in good agreement with experimental values [82]. In another study performed
by Kish et al. in 1999, HF/3-21(d) was used to identify substrates that could po-
tentially substitute for phosphate in a dehydrogenase enzyme, which was done by
looking at bond lengths and charge distributions in phosphate along with a series
of phosphate analogous [83].
In 2012, M. Rudbeck published a study that showed how several biologically
relevant phosphate molecules are described with different model chemistries, demon-
strating 1) that inclusion of diffusive and polarization basis functions influence the
obtained vibrational frequencies in the calculations, and 2) that also the inclusion
of an implicit continuum solvent model had a substantial impact on the frequen-
cies of these small organic phosphate molecules [84]. This study highlights the care
that must be taken in ensuring that appropriate basis sets are used for phosphate
calculations and the importance of distinguishing between gas-phase and solvent
calculations. Investigations of the more detailed electronic structure of phosphate
molecules can also be found, e.g. in 2008 Burrow et al. used B3LYP/6-31G(d)
to investigate several molecules containing the P=O group, to see if these have
the characteristics of the pi∗ resonances typically associated with multiple bonds;
their results suggest that such resonances do not occur in trimethyl phosphate, and
therefore that they are also unlikely occur in molecules such as DNA [85].
Beyond looking at the intrinsic properties of phosphate molecules, numerous
studies can also be found that investigate how phosphates interact with other
molecules, for example Bianciotto et al. have investigated the anionic zwitterion
CH3O+(H)PO2−3 using B3LYP in both gas phase, with an implicit solvent model,
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and even with the inclusion of explicit water molecules, the results supporting previ-
ous theories that these zwitterions exist as intermediates in the dissociative hydroly-
sis of the methyl phosphate anion CH3OPO3H− [86]. Other recent studies have used
B3LYP/6-31G(d) to study the ion-radical mechanisms for enzymatic ATP synthe-
sis [87], B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) to study the affinity of Al(III) with phosphates [88],
and B3LYP/6-311+G(df,p) to study proton transfers in the hydrolysis reactions of
phosphate dianions and sulfate monoanions [89].
The take-home message of all these studies is that numerous reports can be
found in the literature that investigate phosphate molecules using QM methods and
that most of these studies are performed using B3LYP, demonstrating the impact
this functional has had within the field of biochemistry.
Interaction between Phosphates and Proteins
An excellent example of the use of QM methods to investigate a phosphate binding
protein can be found in a paper from 2004, where Dittrich et al. studied the enzyme
F1-adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase), the function of which is to catalyse the de-
composition of ATP into ADP and a free phosphate anion, releasing energy in the
process which can be harnessed to drive other chemical reactions in the cell [90], see
Fig. 3.2. By applying B3LYP/6-31G in combination with molecular mechanics to
the protein-ATP complex, they identified critical protein residues for the hydroly-
sis reaction as well as reported on how the mechanical motions of the protein are
coupled to its catalytic activity, thereby aiding in the fundamental understanding
of how the protein operates [90].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of ATP synthase which is composed of two motor
units, F0 and F1. The protein couples proton translocation across the inner membrane
into ATP synthesis/hydrolysis potential. The water soluble F1 motor unit (F1-ATPase)
contains both hydrolysis and synthesis catalysis sites, and isolated F1-ATPase hydrolyses
ATP to rotate the shaft against the stator ring. For recent reviews of ATP synthases, see
refs. [91, 92]. Figure by supervisor Claus Hélix-Nielsen.
Many proteins in nature are phosphorylated, and interactions between such phos-
phorylated sites and other proteins are crucial to many cellular functions. To inves-
tigate such interactions, Laskin et al. published a paper in 2011 where they used
B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) to investigate the interaction between short phosphorylated
peptides and model cationic ligands [93]. From the results they reported dissociation
parameters between the two that corresponded well with experimental values, and
also showed that phosphate abstraction from the peptides is mainly affected by the
character of the phosphorylated side chain while hydrogen bonding in the peptide
and properties of the ligand only play minor roles in determining the energetics and
dynamics of the abstraction process [93].
Numerous other studies can be listed, recent examples being investigations of the
molecular interaction between dGMP and the amino acid glycine (which is predomi-
nant in phosphate binding sites, see Chapter 2) using B3LYP/6+311+G(d,p) [94], or
B3LYP/6-31(d) investigations into how the co-factor pyridoxal-5’-phosphate (PLP)
behaves in the PLP-dependent enzyme dopa decarboxylase [95]. Typical for many
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studies is that they use a combination of molecular mechanics and QM (described in
more detail in Chapter 4) to overcome the computational restraints imposed by pure
DFT-calculations, and typically studies are carried out using the B3LYP functional,
with only a few exceptions.
Can Arsenates Replace Phosphates?
In 2011 Wolfe-Simon et al. published a study which attracted much media attention
as it suggested that a bacterial strain, GFAJ-1, could sustain its growth by replacing
phosphorus with arsenic [96]. This study gave rise to much controversy, and it
was later experimentally disproved in that it was shown that GFAJ-1 is actually
an arsenic-resistant and phosphorus-dependant organism, although high-resolution
mass spectrometry did show the presence of a few abiotically formed arsenylated
compounds, including C6 sugar arsenates, in the GJAF-1 extracts [97, 98]. In the
end, arsenate esters are highly unstable in water compared to phosphate analogous,
which is why phosphates predominate over arsenates in nature [15, 99].
Although disproved, the 2011 study by Wolfe-Simon spiked renewed interest in
using QM methods to investigate differences between phosphate and arsenate com-
pounds, e.g. Mládek et al. used high-level dispersion-corrected DFT calculations to
analyze the electronic structure of the arsenate analogue of the DNA backbone, find-
ing that arsenates may serve as a potential substitute for phosphate [100]. In another
study, Jissi et al. showed using DFT calculations (with B3LYP and a dispersion-
corrected functional M06-2X) that from a structural, electronic and kinetic point of
view, substitutions of phosphates with arsenates are possible [101].
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3.3 Study Motivation & Paper II
The B3LYP functional is beloved among many biochemists, and despite the fact
that this functional is more than a decade old, it is still widely used today. As
discussed in Sec. 3.1.3, improved functionals are continuously being developed, with
much focus being dedicated to promoting, among other things, more accurate long-
range and dispersion behaviour of the functionals. Specifically, it is a known fact
that classic functionals such as B3LYP perform poorly for describing highly anionic
systems; e.g. in 2010 F. Jensen published a study where he showed that many of
such ”standard” XC functionals describe anions as only having a fraction of the
extra electron bound, and that this error extends to molecular anions as well as
intermolecular systems where it leads to unrealistic electron transfer [102]. It is
compelling to see if such errors are also present in B3LYP calculations of anionic
phosphates, which is a primary motivation for the study presented in Paper II.
A variety of different basis sets are used in the scientific literature for modelling
phosphate compounds, and especially in the case of large systems and older studies,
limitations in computational resources mean that small basis sets such as 6-31G have
been used to study the phosphates. These studies have shown remarkable results
[90], indicating that in some systems this level of description is adequate, yet it is
tempting to investigate how differences in basis sets actually influence the molecular
properties of phosphate molecules, especially considering their anionic nature which
would generally suggest that less restrictive (larger) basis sets might be required.
A final inquiry which motivated the study presented in Paper II is based on the
fact that many studies are carried out in the gas phase. Phosphates in nature can
however be found in a wide range of chemical environments, ranging from aqueous
solution to deep within a protein core. Investigating all such possible conditions
is intractable, but by assigning an average dielectric constant to the environment
through an implicit solvent model, the polarizability of the local surroundings can
be systematically varied, thereby making it possible to get a rough idea of how the
phosphate molecules behave in different environments.
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The oxyacids H3PO4, H3AsO4 and H2SO4 and their corresponding eight anions were
investigated using a range of model chemistries, including WFT methods HF and
MP2, standard DFT functionals B3LYP and BLYP, long-range corrected functionals
LC-BLYP [103], CAM-B3LYP [104] and wB97XD [76], as well as the semi-emperical
method PM6 [105] and the composite method CBS-QB3 [106]. Calculations were
carried out both in gas-phase and with an implicit solvent model where the dielec-
tric constant of the environment was systematically varied, and novel values for
molecular properties such as orbital energies, electron affinity, bond lengths, charge
distribution and molecular volumes are reported. These properties are derived in a
more rigorous manner than has previously been described in the scientific literature,
thus giving insight into the differences between e.g. arsenates and phosphates.
To consistently describe the molecules across all the tested theories, it was found
that a minimum basis set should include both diffusive functions as well as polar-
ized basis functions, such as e.g. in 6-311++G(d,p), even though some individual
properties such as bond lengths could be decently described by only including extra
polarized basis functions. Calculations that were ill-defined in vacuum were found
to be stabilized already at low dielectric constants of around ∼5, corresponding to
very hydrophobic protein pockets [107]; however, the local environment in general
was found to have only little effect on the overall geometric structure or electron
density distribution in the molecules.
Finally, from calculations of the investigated molecules and an ammonium cation
NH+4 , an erroneous description of electron transfer was observed at intermediary
and long-range distances for B3LYP. This is especially pronounced in gas-phase
calculations and solvent calculations with low dielectric constants. It is unknown
whether such effects would be observed e.g. for calculations deep within protein
binding pockets, but it highlights that extreme care must be taken when interpreting
results of phosphate molecules obtained with B3LYP, and it urges a shift towards
using long-range corrected functionals for describing phoshate-containing systems.
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CHAPTER 4
Molecular Dynamics
In principle, all dynamic properties of a given molecular system could be derived
from solving the Schrödinger equation. Unfortunately, many problems are too large
to tackle using QM methods alone, as such calculations are often restricted to be-
low 100 atoms depending on the procedure in question [27]. Force field methods,
otherwise known under the general term molecular mechanics (MM), ignore the
electronic structure calculations and instead use force fields to calculate the energy
of the systems based only nuclear coordinates [108]. In a sense, they bypass the
need for electronic structure calculations by parameterising the electronic energy as
a function of nuclear coordinates only – the parameters in turn are found by fitting
to experimental data and to results obtained in higher level electronic structure cal-
culations. A typical application of MM can be found in molecular dynamics (MD),
where force fields are used to calculate the forces on individual nuclei in a system,
and with a suitable integrator the dynamics of the particles can then be predicted
as a function of time.
In this chapter, the theory underlying MD as used during this project is out-
lined, and it is discussed how MD methods can be combined with QM in hybrid
calculations (QM/MM) suitable for simulating interactions between phosphates and
proteins. Ideally, trajectories obtained from MD simulations are ”converged”, such
that they sufficiently sample all conformations in the canonical ensemble of the
molecule being investigated. Advanced sampling techniques are also discussed in
this chapter, which leads to the motivation of the study in Paper III, where the
interaction between a highly disordered soluble P-loop peptide and inorganic phos-
phate is investigated using QM/MM.
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4.1 The AMBER Force Field
”Amber”, in the context of this thesis, can refer to two things; a set of MM force
fields specifically designed for simulating biomolecules (proteins, DNA and RNA),
and a package of molecular simulation programs, the latter of which is henceforth
referred to as Amber14 since version 14 of the software package was used throughout
this project. The amber force fields are some of the most widely applied parameter
sets used for simulating biomolecules and as such they have been extensively tested,
evaluated and revised during the last two decades [109]. The basis for the force
fields is the following potential energy function [110]:
Vpot =
∑
bonds
Kr(r − req)2 +
∑
angles
Kθ(θ − θeq)2 +
∑
dihedrals
Vn
2 [1 + cos(nϕ− γ)]
+
∑
i<j
[
Aij
R12ij
− Bij
R6ij
]
+
∑
i<j
qiqj
4piϵ0Rij
(4.1)
where for bond and angle terms Kr and Kθ are the force constants, r is the
bond length and θ is the bond angle, with the subscript eq denoting equilibrium
values. For the dihedral term, Vn/2 is an amplitude, n is periodicity, and ϕ is the
torsional angle at displacement γ. The final terms describe non-bonded interactions
between particles i and j at a distance Rij, namely in the form of a Lennard-Jones
potential based on parameters Aij and Bij for repulsive and attractive interactions,
respectively, and finally the last term which is the Coulomb electrostatic interactions
with q denoting particle charge and ϵ0 being the vacuum permittivity.
The latest instalments of the amber force fields include the sets ff14SB and
ff14ipq, both of which contain all required parameters for simulating proteins com-
posed of natural amino acids, as well as DNA and RNA [111].
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To gain a basic understanding of MD it is intuitive first to consider a micro-canonical
ensemble where the number of particles N , system volume V , and energy E is kept
constant (NVE ensemble). A simulation in such an ensemble corresponds to an adi-
abatic process without heat exchange, i.e. during an MD simulation the potential
and kinetic energies are directly exchanged while the total energy is conserved. As-
suming that the particles in the system can be treated classically and thus that they
can be addressed using Newtonian mechanics, the force fi experienced by particle i
in the micro-canonical ensemble can be written [29]:
fi = mi
d2ri
dt2
= −∇Vpot (4.2)
where mi and ri are the mass and position of the particle i, respectively, and
Vpot is the energy as defined by the force field in Eq. (4.1). Given Eq. (4.2), the
next step is to integrate the equations of motion in order to obtain the time evo-
lution of the particles. The criteria for good integration algorithms are that they
are computationally efficient, permit the use of relatively large time steps, show
good conservation of energy and that they are reversible in time [29]. A classical
integration scheme is the Verlet algorithm, where a Taylor expansion is used for the
position ri of a particle i after (and before) a time step ∆t:
ri(t+∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t)∆t+
fi(t)
2mi
∆t2 + ∆t
3
3! ∆t
2...ri +O(∆t4) (4.3)
ri(t−∆t) = ri(t)− vi(t)∆t+ fi(t)2mi ∆t
2 − ∆t
3
3! ∆t
2...ri +O(∆t4) (4.4)
where vi(t) is the velocity of particle i and O(∆t4) describes an error on the
order of ∆t4. Summing Eqs. (4.3 - 4.4) gives the Verlet algorithm [112]:
ri(t+∆t) = 2ri(t)− ri(t−∆t) + fi(t)
mi
∆t2 +O(∆t4) (4.5)
which can be used to predict new positions for the particles as a function of time
with an error on the order of ∆t4. Several adaptations and improvements of the
Verlet algorithm as well as a multitude of higher-order schemes can be found in the
scientific literature, see ref. [29]. It is often more convenient to perform simulations
in other ensembles, e.g. NVT or NPT, which can be achieved by using an approach
based on the reformulation of the Lagrangian equations of motion of the system
[29].
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4.3 Combining MD with QM in QM/MM
In the hybrid QM/MM approach, a small region of a large system is described with
a QM method, while the rest of the system is described using MM. The approach
is often applied to systems where parts of the system are not well described using
classical mechanics, e.g. in the case of highly polarizable molecular moieties or for
modelling of chemical reactions. The effective Hamiltonian for a QM/MM system
consists of a term for the QM region, a term for the MM region, and a term describing
the interaction between the two regions. The effective energy of the system can thus
be written [111]:
Eeff = ⟨Ψ|HQM +HQM/MM|Ψ⟩+ EMM (4.6)
where the Hamiltonian HQM is evaluated according to the chosen QM method
and the energy EMM is calculated as in a regular MM calculation. The interaction
term HQM/MM is slightly more complicated, especially if covalent bonds between the
MM and QM region are involved. Typically an electrostatic embedding scheme is
employed where interactions between MM nuclei charges and the electrons of the
QM system, as well as interactions between the MM nuclei and the QM nuclei, are
explicitly considered, effectively resulting in a scheme where the MM region can
polarize the electron density of the QM region. In cases where such polarization
of the QM region is not important, it is sufficient to use a mechanical embedding
scheme where interactions between the QM and MM regions are simply treated in
the same classical approximation that is used for MM; see ref. [111] for more details
on the QM/MM approaches in Amber14.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a case where QM is used to describe an inorganic phosphate
molecule, interacting with a SGAGKT peptide described by MM (see study motivation in
Sec. 4.5 for details about peptide).
It was found in the study presented in Chapter 3 that both polarized and dif-
fusive basis functions are essential for adequately describing phosphate molecules
using electronic structure methods. These findings suggest that phosphates are pre-
sumably best described using a QM/MM approach with an electronic embedding
scheme rather than a mechanical embedding scheme, since in such a scheme the
electron density of the phosphate moieties can be polarized by the MM region.
4.4 Enhanced Sampling Algorithms
The application of MD simulations is often limited because it is difficult to obtain
trajectories that are ”converged”, that is, trajectories which accurately sample the
conformational space of the system of interest and not only a small region of the
conformational space. The difficulty arises because energy landscapes are often
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rough, especially for biomolecules, meaning that the simulation can be ”trapped” in
local minima from which it does not escape during the simulation [113].
E
cMD
aMD
Figure 4.2: Schematic showing how accelerated MD (aMD) enhances sampling by ap-
plying a potential bias to the energy landscape of conventional MD (cMD).
During the last few decades several methods have been proposed for addressing
the sampling limitation of MD, examples including different variations of replica
exchange MD (REMD) [114, 115], self-guided Langevin dynamics (SGLD) [116], and
accelerated MD (aMD) [117]; see ref. [113] for a recent review of different enhanced
sampling methods. These methods all work to improve conformational sampling;
however, they also all have disadvantages, e.g. in the form of being computationally
prohibitive, unable to guarantee convergence, being dependent on prior knowledge
about the system, or requiring complicated post-processing analysis [111].
Taking aMD as an example, the method is based on applying a bias potential
to the simulation which effectively lowers the energy barriers, see Fig. 4.2, thereby
allowing sampling to continue faster because the simulation is less likely to be caught
in local minima. It represents a method where only a single copy of the system needs
to be simulated (unlike REMD which requires multiple replicas to be simulated at
once), and therefore it is a comparably efficient approach. The applied bias in
aMD is typically chosen to be proportional to the height of the energy barriers such
that the overall energy landscape is conserved – the canonical ensemble can thereby,
in theory, subsequently be recovered by appropriate reweighting of the simulated
conformational ensemble [118].
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In the literature review presented in Sec. 3.2 multiple studies are listed where QM/MM
is used to investigate interactions between biomolecules and phosphorus compounds.
Such studies are of particular interest because they provide information not only
about a single static binding conformation between e.g. a protein and the phosphate
ligand, but also about the dynamics of these interactions. The difficulty of ensuring
that the full conformational ensemble has been sampled during an MD simulation
however increases with the size of the system being investigated. Therefore, from a
computational point of view, it is desirable to initiate investigations of the interac-
tion between phosphate and biomolecules by looking at smaller prototype systems
for which it is easier to achieve converged ensembles. A system that lends itself well
to such an investigation is the interaction between the P-loop sequence SGAGKT
and inorganic phosphate, noting that it was shown in 2012 by Bianchi et al. that
this particular hexapeptide is capable of binding HPO2−4 selectively in solution [119].
The SGAGKT-HPO2−4 system represents an interesting study case because the
binding between the peptide and HPO2−4 is likely to be highly reversible (because of
the short size of the peptide), while still being selective (the peptide was found exper-
imentally not to bind e.g. SO2−4 or H2PO−4 [119]), and both of these properties are de-
sirable for a bioscavenger. Due to the small size of the system, it might additionally
be possible to sample close to the canonical ensemble using MD and moderate com-
puting resources, at least when using an enhanced sampling method such as aMD.
As discussed in Sec. 4.3, it is arguably necessary to use QM to describe the anionic
phosphate molecule HPO2−4 . To keep the simulations tractable, the semi-empirical
QM method PM6 was chosen to describe the phosphate molecules, noting that PM6
was shown in the work performed in Paper II to represent inorganic phosphates
satisfyingly when compared to high-level methods such as MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and
wB97XD/6-311++G(d,p).
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4.6 Conclusions & Outlook for Paper III
The interaction between the peptide SGAGKT and inorganic phosphate was inves-
tigated using a combination of QM/MM and aMD. By using tools from information
theory along with statistical methods, it was confirmed that the conformational
space of the hexapeptide by itself can be fully sampled using such an approach
and close-to-converged ensembles can be achieved for the peptide-phosphate system.
The conformational ensemble of the peptide was found to be significantly stabilized
by phosphate binding, and contrary to popular belief, the simulations suggest that
binding of phosphate does not take place inside a single tightly knit and stable P-
loop nest conformation, but rather that binding is supported by multiple binding
modes.
Taking a critical standpoint, peptide-based bioscavengers inherently pose many
difficulties: specifically, it may prove to be difficult to control the binding mechanism,
which is influenced by both enthalpic interactions as well as entropy, and for certain
applications the selectivity and binding affinity of the peptides may not be sufficient.
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the protein secondary structure, specifically the
second shell of the binding sites, is highly conserved in natural phosphate binding
proteins. Using full-sized proteins may thus be required for attaining sufficient
phosphate selectivity and affinity, and the larger structural domain, in addition,
opens up for controlling the binding mechanism by targeting protein regions further
away from the binding site. See further discussions on this subject in Chapter 6.
Despite the potential disadvantages, small peptides capable of binding phos-
phate selectively represent an attractive starting point for the development of novel
bioscavengers. The advantages of using such small biomolecules are that they might
be easier to produce and use in industrial applications, and the complex binding
mechanisms may allow for delicate control of the binding process. The studies per-
formed here suggest that these systems can adequately be described using QM/MM
and from the obtained information about the peptide-phosphate binding modes, it
might be possible to deduce how to optimize design of such peptide bioscavengers.
CHAPTER 5
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Using specialized software and hardware platforms, MD can now be used to simulate
millions of particles on time scales of multiple microseconds of physical time per day
[120]. Even though that is an impressive feat, it is nowhere near the requirements
of most full-scale technology applications, which often involve length scales on the
order of meters, and time-scales of minutes, hours or even days. At large scales there
is however also much to be gained from computational investigations, and during
the last two decades especially Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been
increasingly applied to a wide array of complicated systems, ranging from describing
blood flow in arteries [121] to optimization of ship and automobile designs [122] and
weather forecasting [123].
In this chapter the basic theory underlying CFD is presented and it is discussed
how osmotic membrane technologies might tie together with the implementation of
a phosphorus recovery technology, i.e. a technology based on combining osmotic
membrane technology with molecular bioscavengers. Specifically, the osmotically-
driven process of forward osmosis (FO) is considered, which in recent years has
emerged as a popular alternative to conventional pressure-driven processes such as
reverse osmosis (RO). Finally, the study of Paper IV is motivated, where CFD is
used to investigate and optimize flow in FO module prototypes, and the implications
of the study are discussed.
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5.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFD is a branch of fluid mechanics where numerical methods and algorithms are
used to solve and analyse fluid flows as described by a set of governing partial
differential equations. These governing equations are typically based on one or
more of three fundamental principles, namely, conservation of mass, momentum
and energy – by applying these principles to a suitable description of the flow, the
mathematical form of the governing equations can be derived [124]. Looking at
the equations for conservation of mass and momentum, as would be relevant for
an incompressible and isothermal fluid, these equations can be written as follows
when using a fixed Finite Volume Method (FVM) representation of the flow of a
Newtonian fluid [124]:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρU) = 0 (5.1)
∂ρU
∂t
+∇ · (ρUU) = −∇p+∇ ·
[
µ
(
∇U+ (∇U)T
)]
+ ρf (5.2)
with ρ being the fluid density, U the fluid velocity vector, p the pressure, µ the
fluid viscosity, and f external body force per unit mass. Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) de-
scribe mass and momentum conservation, respectively, and by solving these partial
differential equations, information can be obtained about the fluid flow in the form
of pressure and velocity fields as a function of time.
When it comes to the practical part of solving the governing equations, the
general approach is first to discretize the equations, thereby transforming the partial
differential equations into a set of algebraic equations, which can then subsequently
be solved using a variety of numerical methods [125]. The discretization procedure
inherently involves not only a discretization of the equations but also of the solution
domain, such that the latter is decomposed into a finite number of smaller regions,
or cells, at which the algebraic equations can be evaluated [124].
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5.2 Osmotic Membrane Filtration
In conventional membrane technologies a hydraulic pressure is applied to drive sep-
aration of solute from solvent across a semi-permeable membrane. Such technolo-
gies are roughly separated into different categories depending on the size of the
solute, namely micro-filtration (0.1-5µm), ultrafiltration (1-100 nm), nanofiltration
(0.5-10 nm) and reverse osmosis (<0.5 nm) [126].
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Figure 5.1: Sketches of FO, PRO and RO. a) an osmotic pressure difference drives flow
from a feed solution into a concentrated draw solution. b) an osmotic gradient drives
flow from a feed solution into a pressurized draw solution, thus enabling the conversion
of osmotic pressure into hydraulic pressure. c) a hydraulic pressure is used to force water
from a feed solution through a membrane. d) illustration of the FO, PRO and RO regimes.
In FO the applied hydraulic pressure ∆p is zero, in PRO ∆p is lower than the osmotic
pressure difference ∆pi, and in RO ∆p > ∆pi.
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Focus in this work is restricted to osmotic membrane separation processes. Con-
ventionally osmosis can be defined as the net movement of water across a selective
and permeable membrane driven by a difference in osmotic pressure across the mem-
brane, noting that osmotic pressure is a quantity that increases with solute concen-
tration [126]. Three categories of osmotic separation processes are typically defined,
namely, RO where a hydraulic pressure is applied to overcome the osmotic pressure,
FO where an osmotic gradient drives flow across the membrane, and Pressure Re-
tarded Osmosis (PRO) where the osmotic gradient drives flow into a pressurized
chamber, see Fig. 5.1. RO is by far the most widely applied osmotic membrane
technology in the industry; however, FO has received increasing attention in recent
years because it theoretically does not require the application of a hydraulic pressure
and therefore potentially is more cost-effective [32].
One of the major complications in all the osmotic membrane separation pro-
cesses is the phenomenon known as concentration polarization (CP), which is a
general term used to refer to accumulation or dilution of solute concentration near
the membrane that leads to decreased membrane performance. The situation is
illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for FO, where both external concentration polarization (ECP)
and internal concentration polarization (ICP) lead to a reduced effective osmotic
pressure across an asymmetric membrane. A central goal of designing industrial
modules for osmotic membrane technologies is thus to reduce these detrimental ef-
fects, e.g. by modulating fluid flow so as minimize CP. This is a job well-suited for
CFD simulations as they allow the user to rapidly prototype different module de-
signs and investigate complex and coupled mass-transfer effects near the membrane
in high detail.
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of external and internal concentration polarization (ECP/ICP) in
FO with an asymmetric membrane. ∆pibulk is the osmotic pressure difference between the
bulk of the feed and draw solutions, ∆pim is the difference across the membrane and ∆pieff
is the effective osmotic pressure difference which drives the separation process over the
active layer of the membrane.
5.2.1 CFD & Osmotic Membrane Separation
In 2011 our group formulated and demonstrated the use of a CFD model capable of
simulating both RO and FO membrane processes [127]. The model was developed
in the open source framework OpenFOAM® and is based on a weakly compressible
formulation of the governing equations, meaning that an isothermal Newtonian fluid
is assumed where the density is dependent on the solute concentration only and not
the pressure. The model implements the membrane as a 2D plane without any
thickness, and mass transfer across the membrane is specified at each point of the
membrane using boundary conditions (BCs) derived from analytical expressions, e.g.
the velocity BC in FO is based on the original analytical work performed by Lee et
al. [128] and Loeb et al. in [129]:
Jw =
1
K
ln B + ApiD,m
B + |Jw|+ ApiF,m nD AL -FS orientation (5.3)
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where Jw is the water permeation flux, K is a membrane mass transfer coefficient,
A is the pure water permeability, B is the solute permeability, pi is osmotic pressure,
n is the membrane surface normal unit vector, AL-FS refers to the configuration
where the active layer of an asymmetric membrane faces the feed solution, and the
subscripts D, F refer to the draw and feed side of the membrane, respectively, while
the subscript m specifies that the value is at the membrane surface.
Beyond the governing equations for mass and momentum conservation, the CFD
model uses the diffusion-convection equation to describe the solute mass fractionmA
of a single solute [130]. The convective and diffusive solute fluxes in and out of the
membrane plane must be balanced with the solute flux through the membrane,
which leads to another key component of the CFD model, namely the BC for the
solute mass fraction on the membrane:
− ρmDAB∂mA
∂nD
nD︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusive
+ ρmmA,mJw︸ ︷︷ ︸
convective
= Js (5.4)
where DAB is the solute diffusion coefficient and Js is the solute flux through the
membrane. Having defined the membrane BCs and the weakly compressible formu-
lation of the governing equations, the OpenFOAM model as presented in ref. [127]
was implemented using a PISO algorithm for treating the inter-equation pressure-
velocity coupling [131], resulting in a transient CFD model capable of simulating
pressure, velocity and solute mass fraction as a function of time in a given system
geometry.
5.3 Study Motivation & Paper IV
Taking a few steps back and considering the overall topic of this thesis, the use of
bioscavengers as a basis for a resource recovery technology is not straightforward,
and especially the challenge of how to optimally integrate scavengers into large-scale
industrial applications remain an open question. The specifics of the integration de-
pends on the bioscavenger, e.g. if we consider the situation where a bioscavenger has
been designed to bind phosphate selectively and the release mechanism is designed
such that the bound phosphate is released upon being targeted with a laser impulse
of a specific frequency – in that case it makes no sense to integrate the scavengers
deep within a thick porous structure, since then it might not be possible to engage
the release mechanism of the buried scavengers.
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Besides the specifics of the bioscavengers, also the details of the phosphorus
input stream must be considered; i.e. if it is in the form of solid waste, sludge, or
different kind of waste water. Given that we are considering a technology based on
protein bioscavengers, the ideal input stream is a pre-treated aqueous solution with
a high concentration of the phosphorus compounds we are attempting to recover.
One way to obtain such a concentrated solution is to use low-cost FO in a pre-
treatment process, that is, to use a concentrated draw solution to up-concentrate a
feed solution containing phosphorus, which can then subsequently be passed to the
operational unit containing the biomimetic phosphorus scavengers. To assist in the
development of such FO modules, in the study presented in Paper IV we sought to
improve our previous CFD model and demonstrate its use by optimizing common
lab-scale FO membrane module characteristics.
Our original OpenFOAMmodel was initially verified by comparison to analytical
results for 2D chambers [127] and later also validated against FO experiments per-
formed in complex 3D lab-scale modules [132]. In summary, the model was shown
to accurately be able to predict the performance of different membrane module ge-
ometries; however, the benchmarking of a single 3D module on a personal computer
took on the order of 1-2 weeks of simulation time. Such long calculation times are
prohibitive in cases where hundreds or even thousands of different module geome-
tries need to be tested in order to find the optimal configuration. This prompted us
to attempt to optimize the numerical implementation of the model, with the goal
of being able to benchmark a single geometry on a single CPU in no more than 24h,
meaning that numerous geometries could be benchmarked in parallel every day.
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5.4 Conclusions & Outlook for Paper IV
In this work we implemented a new CFD model based on our previous work [127],
but with several numerical improvements: a complete re-implementation for use
with the latest OpenFOAM v.3.0 (the previous model was implemented using v.1.7),
a steady-state solver based on the SIMPLE algorithm [133], as well as empirical op-
timization of the choices of discretization and solution schemes for the governing
equations. The result is a model capable of benchmarking FO/RO membrane mod-
ules/chambers containing solution domains with millions of cells within 24h using
a single CPU.
The model was used to benchmark several hundred membrane modules by vary-
ing the properties of several parameters, e.g. the dimensions of the chambers, the
number of inlets, the inlet angles, the cross-flow velocity, and even several different
flow-promoting spacer geometries. The model effectively lets the user estimate the
spatial distribution of water and solute flux across the membrane and thus help to
identify ”dead areas” in the modules where severe CP effects dominate and mass-
transfer across the membrane is inefficient.
The numerical implementation of CFD models capable of describing osmotic
membrane processes is not straightforward, and therefore an open source platform
may facilitate an increased use of CFD within the field of membrane module en-
gineering in the future. The models developed in the study were therefore made
available free-of-charge online along with Paper IV, thereby providing such an
open source platform for other researchers to extend upon.
The paper demonstrates that it is possible to rapidly optimize FO modules
using CFD. Besides being capable of describing osmotic membrane processes, the
open source model with a solver based on a weakly compressible formulation of
the governing equations may, however, also provide an excellent starting point for
future CFD models capable of optimizing the design of a biomimetic phosphorus
recovery technology. As an example, if scavengers were incorporated into a porous
matrix, the CFD model could be modified to investigate flow within that porous
medium in order to benchmark how different porosities, tortuosities, etc. perform
in terms of maximizing the available surface area and optimizing the distribution of
feed solution in the porous matrix simultaneously.
CHAPTER 6
Discussion & Future Perspectives
A wide range of length scales have been explored using computational techniques
in this thesis, ranging from atomic quantum chemical descriptions of phosphate
anions to macroscopic scale CFD simulations of osmotic membrane separation mod-
ules. From the performed studies, as presented in Papers I - IV, an understanding
has been acquired about how proteins in nature bind phosphates, how phosphate
molecules and interactions with them can be theoretically described, and how po-
tential large-scale applications can be effectively optimized. All the aims listed in
Sec. 1.2 have thus been accomplished successfully.
The very fundamental information obtained in this work does not directly call
for the implementation of a specific technology; however, the attained knowledge is
of immense interest for any future development and experimental implementation
of biomimetic phosphorus recovery technologies. To support this claim of impor-
tance, this final chapter is dedicated to discussing future perspectives of biomimetic
recovery technologies, both in terms of developing biomimetic phosphate scavengers
and industrial-scale application modules.
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6.1 Biomimetic Phosphorus Scavengers
The design of bioscavengers can take at least two overall paths, namely, the design
of short peptide-based scavengers and the design of larger protein-based scavengers.
The peptide analysed in Paper III was originally proposed by Bianchi et al., who
chose to synthesize and analyse that particular peptide based on the P-loop con-
sensus sequence [119]. The peptide proposed by Bianchi et al. is however but
one possible case and countless other peptide sequences might well be preferable
both in terms of selectivity, affinity, and/or stability. As briefly touched upon in
Sec. 4.6, using small peptides as opposed to larger proteins offer both advantages
and disadvantages, as discussed a bit more at length in the following:
Synthesis Short peptides can readily be synthesized, making the iterative de-
sign process of the optimal peptide much faster. Several commercial companies now
offer the purchase of 10mg peptide samples from ∼ $3/amino acid, a price that
can be significantly reduced when up-scaled in the industry [134, 135]. In compar-
ison, expression and purification of new recombinant proteins can be a laborious
and potentially error-prone task which may take weeks and cost hundreds or even
thousands of dollars if purchased from a supplier.
Unusual Amino Acids An advantage of synthesizing peptides, in contrast
to recombinant expression of peptides or proteins, is that special amino acids can
readily be incorporated into the sequence; this opens up for creating cyclic peptides
or peptides conjugated to other compounds, which might significantly improve sta-
bility and functionality of the scavengers in ways not possible with natural amino
acids.
Molecule Size Because peptides are typically smaller than proteins they may
be used at higher densities and it might be possible to implement them in more
restricted environments, e.g. in porous support structures. On the other hand,
proteins may provide more opportunities for modifications: i.e. whereas it is unlikely
that a peptide will retain its affinity for phosphate upon chemical modification, since
that may directly affect the binding interactions, similar modification far from the
active site in a protein may facilitate new functionality without disturbing the native
binding site.
Secondary & Tertiary Structure The lack of global structure in peptides
means that they have a lower potential for selectivity and affinity towards phosphate
than proteins. Simply, a peptide in solution is unlikely to be able to distinguish
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HPO2−4 from HAsO2−4 , nor bind phosphate as strongly as the PBPs introduced in
Sec. 1.1. Part of the reason for the higher affinity and selectivity of the proteins is
that the protein structures are more rigid, a fact which may also be an advantage
when it comes to tweaking the design of existing proteins: i.e. compared to a single
point mutation in a rigid protein structure, it is harder to predict the effect of such
a mutation on the conformational space of a short peptide.
Binding Mechanism & Applicability The mechanism suggested by MD for
the interaction between SGAGKT and HPO2−4 may prove to be both a blessing and
a curse in terms of using peptides as industrial bioscavengers: it may be an efficient
”handle” for controlling the binding/release mechanism, e.g. by raising/lowering
the temperature, or it may effectively mean that the applicability of the peptides is
restricted to a limited number of environments, with small perturbations disturbing
the binding mechanism to such a degree that it becomes ineffective.
The above list includes a few of the circumstances which have to be considered
during the design of a phosphorus bioscavenger. Although the binding mechanisms
might be slightly different, techniques such as MD and QM/MM can, to a certain
extent, be used to facilitate the design process of both peptides and proteins, e.g.
by screening libraries of different scavengers in various environments for binding
affinity and selectivity, thereby potentially reducing the need for extensive laborious
experimental work.
Although there are some advantages of using peptides as phosphate bioscav-
engers, I believe these are outweighed by the potential difficulties and limitations
of such an approach. Specifically, the complex binding mechanism between short
peptides and phosphate suggests that the design process becomes an exercise in
screening a large number different peptide sequences, chemical modifications, and
chemical environments, constantly aiming to keep selectivity and affinity high, as
well as for each design trying to achieve some kind of binding/release mechanism, e.g.
in the form of changing the conformational space of the peptide by lowering/raising
the temperature, or by attaching the peptides to a more complex molecule that
influences its conformational space and can be controlled with outside stimuli; e.g.
a light-sensitive protein.
Instead of peptide-based phosphate bioscavengers, it is more conducive to pursue
the design protein-based bioscavengers through the re-design of natural phosphate
binding proteins. Perhaps the most compelling starting point for such research
are the PBPs introduced in Sec. 1.1, given that these are highly conserved in na-
ture, have exceptionally high affinity and selectivity, and last but not least have
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an intuitive ”pac-man”-like binding mechanism. Especially the binding mechanism
of the PBPs may be contributive towards the design of a release mechanism, e.g.
through the incorporation of magnetic nanoparticles or light-sensitive molecules on
the ”backside” of the protein, which can then used for inducing the opening/closing
of the pac-man structures, so to speak.
6.1.1 Stability Considerations for Bioscavengers
A quality of the biomolecules that deserves special attention during the design pro-
cess is stability. Indeed, the advantages of applying biomolecules in industrial appli-
cations, namely high specificity, high activity under mild conditions, high turnover
number and biodegradability, are notoriously offset by the disadvantage of intrin-
sic instability [23, 136]. Unlike proteins, which often depend on an intact tertiary
structure to function, smaller peptides cannot be denatured; i.e. peptides can only
be irreversibly damaged by covalent modification or breakage of peptide bonds. On
the other hand, the stability of a protein can be many-fold enhanced by its rigid
structure, which reduces the propensity for irreversible chemical changes [137, 138].
In the end, considerations of protein/peptide stability are entirely dependent on
the given application in which they are used, e.g. temperatures, pH, if proteolytic
activity has to be considered etc., and therefore only some general considerations
are made in this subsection.
Looking at the degradation pathways for peptides, they typically include reac-
tions such as hydrolysis, deamination, oxidation and diketopiperazine and pyroglu-
tamic acid formation [135, 139, 140]. The propensity for these different pathways
depends largely on the amino acid composition of the peptide, such that half-life’s
for peptides can range from hours to weeks at room temperature, depending on
their composition [135, 139]. Peptides can be stabilized using a multitude of dif-
ferent chemical modifications, e.g. glycosylation, deamination, N-acetylation, N-
formylation, amidation of C-terminus, by incorporation of unusual amino acids, or
by using D-amino acids instead of the natural L-residues [141]. Also, cross-linking
or cyclization of peptides can work to improve the stability of peptides [142], an
example being Bogdanowich-Knipp et al. who showed a 30-fold increase in stability
of a cyclic peptide as compared to its linear counterpart [140].
Larger proteins are inherently susceptible to the same degradation pathways as
peptides, with the added complication of secondary and tertiary protein structure.
According to the widely accepted Lumry-Eyring description, inactivation of proteins
is a two-stage phenomenon, including first a reversible unfolding of the original
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protein followed by kinetically irreversible steps [136, 138]:
N K−−⇀↽ − D k−−→ I (6.1)
where N is the active protein, D is the reversibly denatured and inactive protein,
and I is the irreversibly inactivated form, with K and k being the equilibrium and
rate constants, respectively. Unlike peptides where stability is mainly determined by
amino acid composition, the secondary and tertiary structure of proteins also play
an immense role in determining stability, which can be observed when comparing
mesophilic (prefers moderate temperatures) and thermophilic (prefers high tempera-
ture) organisms, where it is generally observed that proteins of the latter have more
internal interactions (hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic inter-
actions, disulfide bonds, metal binding), and a superior conformational structure
in terms of being more rigid, having higher packing efficiency, reduced entropy of
unfolding, etc. [143–145].
Similar to the peptides, protein stability can be increased in many different ways,
e.g. by various chemical modifications [24, 136], or by rational protein engineering
where mutations are introduced into existing proteins, a process that can be fa-
cilitated by both experimental methods such as directed evolution [146], or using
computational tools optimized for protein design and redesign of proteins [147]. A
stabilization strategy that deserves special mention is immobilization of proteins,
which not only increases stability but also offers advantages of easier operational
control and product recovery in industrial applications. Among the various meth-
ods for protein immobilization [136], especially multipoint covalent attachment is
effective when it comes to thermal stabilization and examples can be found where
up to 30.000-fold increases in stability are achieved by immobilization on glyoxyl
agarose gels [148].
Stability is an imperative quality to be considered in the design of any biological
molecules intended for use in industry. It is a quality that must be thoroughly
analysed not simply as an intrinsic static property of the biomolecule, but in the
particular environment in which it is to be applied. It is therefore compelling to
note that even in some of the harshest environments certain microorganisms thrive
and feed on phosphorus [149], and therefore there is good reason to believe that a
highly stable protein capable of binding phosphate can either be found in nature,
or designed based on information obtained from such organisms, e.g. through data
mining approaches such as the one presented in Chapter 2.
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6.2 Possible Application Modules
Having designed a phosphorus bioscavenger, the next step is implementation of
the scavenger into a scalable industrial application. Such an application can be
theorized to take numerous forms, but in the following a few overall considerations
are made for the characteristic cases where biomolecules are either used in solution
or immobilized.
6.2.1 Solution-Based Bioscavengers
There are at least two particular advantages of a solution-based application over an
immobilization-based application: 1) assuming that aggregation of the molecules is
not an issue, it potentially allows for using higher densities of the bioscavengers, not-
ing that in an immobilization-based application the density is limited by surface area
rather than volume, and 2) the complication of the immobilization step is avoided,
and subsequent disposal of inactive bioscavengers may be more straightforward. A
simple illustrative example of a potential setup for a solution-based application is
shown in Fig. 6.1, highlighting how any resource recovery application needs both a
capture-phase and a release-phase.
Fig. 6.1 is only a rough illustration that serves the purpose of demonstrating some
of the potential steps involved in a solution-based recovery application; specifically,
it highlights that even though the step of immobilizing the bioscavengers covalently
is avoided by having the bioscavengers in the solution, it introduces analogous com-
plications as one needs to be able to retain the phosphate-scavenger complex from
the rest of the feed solution during the capture phase, and at the end of the release
phase the scavengers need to be separated from the phosphorus compound. Both
of these complications impose additional design requirements for the bioscavenger
molecule; e.g. in the form of a HIS-tag or similar peptide tag on the protein, which
can be used for separation purposes.
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Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram demonstrating basic considerations for implementing
a biomimetic phosphorus recovery application using solution-based phosphorus bioscav-
engers. In phase 1, a feed solution (exemplified as a mixture of HPO2−4 and HAsO2−4 )
is mixed with a solution of bioscavengers, which selectively bind only the phosphate
molecules. Next, the mixture is directed through a ”retainment module”, which selectively
retains only the bioscavengers, allowing the rest of the feed solution to pass through and
potentially recirculate back through the retainment module in order to saturate phosphate
binding. In phase 2, the remnants of the feed solution is flushed out of the retainment
module from step 2 in phase 1, whereafter the bioscavengers are allowed to elute, being
transferred to the next module where the release mechanism for the bioscavengers is acti-
vated. Finally, bioscavengers must be separated from the phosphate such that they can
be re-used in phase 1.
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6.2.2 Immobilized Bioscavengers
As briefly mentioned in Sec. 6.1.1, immobilization of proteins offer advantages not
only in terms of improved operational control of the proteins, but also the protein
stability can be significantly increased by several orders of magnitude [136]. An illus-
tration showing potential steps involved in an immobilization-based application is
shown in Fig. 6.2. Similarly to the solution-based approach two phases are involved,
capture and release, but looking at the schematic diagrams it is qualitatively sug-
gested that operation of the immobilization-based technology is simpler and more
efficient than the solution-based technology, mainly because the proposed ”retain-
ment” and separation steps are avoided as the scavengers are already irreversibly
attached to a support structure.
The schematic in Fig. 6.2 provides little to no suggestions or assumptions for
the specific details of the immobilization procedure or the nature of the ”reaction
module”. The design of the reaction module depends on many factors, e.g. how the
scavengers are immobilized (adsorption, covalent binding, entrapment, or membrane
confinement [136]), the scavenger resource release mechanism, the feed solution, etc.
As a result, numerous different setups can be theorized, but perhaps one of the most
apparent ideas for the immobilization would be to incorporate the bioscavengers
into a porous structure, so as to optimize surface area and scavenger density. Kim
et al. recently published a review paper in which they provide an overview of
immobilization methods and chemistries that might be relevant for such an approach,
and in the review they also list advantages and disadvantages of different surface
materials [150].
The first step in designing a biomimetic phosphorus recovery technology based
on bioscavengers is the molecular design of the scavengers – subsequently, an ap-
plication that accommodates the properties of the bioscavenger can be designed.
Regardless of the specific application, it likely is going to involve flow of a presum-
ably aqueous feed solution, and it might therefore be possible to use computational
techniques such as CFD throughout the design process; i.e. to evaluate the feasibil-
ity of different application designs, to prototype different porous materials, and in
the end optimize fluid flow in the application modules.
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Reaction Module
Step 1: Circulate feed solution through reaction module 
containing immobilized phosphate bioscavengers. Only 
phosphate molecules are bound by scavengers. 
 Step 1: Flush out unbound feed solution
 components with buffer or water such that
only scavenger-phosphate complex remains
Reaction Module Reaction Module
 Step 2:  Release phosphate from bioscavenger by 
 inducing conformational change in protein, e.g. using 
temperature, laser light, magnetic fields, or 
using a carefully chosen elution buffer solution.
Phase 1: Resource Capture
Phase 2: Resource Release & Recovery
Feed solution (HPO42-/ HAsO42-) =
=
HPO42-
HAsO42-
= PhosphateScavenger
Figure 6.2: A schematic diagram demonstrating basic considerations for implementing a
biomimetic phosphorus recovery application using immobilized phosphorus bioscavengers.
In phase 1, a feed solution (exemplified as a mixture of HPO2−4 and HAsO2−4 ) is circulated
through a reaction chamber containing immobilized bioscavengers until binding is satu-
rated. In phase 2, any unbound feed components are flushed out of the reaction chamber
from phase 1, and subsequently the release mechanism of the bioscavengers is invoked,
and the phosphorus compound can be recovered.
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6.3 Final Conclusions & Remarks
Phosphorus is an essential and finite resource, and there is a call for the implemen-
tation of sustainable usage practises as well as technology development that can
ensure that the resource is used and recycled efficiently in the future. Interactions
between phosphates and proteins have been refined for billions of years in nature,
which makes it attractive to pursue the design of a recovery application based on bi-
ological scavengers. Such a technology is however in its infancy and as the first step
towards its implementation, in this work we have addressed some of the fundamental
questions about both the design of bioscavengers and application modules.
Computational resources and software frameworks are becoming increasingly ac-
cessible, in effect giving us as researchers the ability to gain insight into systems
of interest that can not readily be obtained experimentally and which can aid us
in our pursuit of knowledge and technology advancement. In this work, aforesaid
computational techniques have been applied to investigate different fundamental
aspects of the development of a biomimetic phosphorus recovery technology, ad-
dressing how the techniques can be used to interpret large amounts of known data
(data mining), gain new information about the systems of interest (QM and MD),
as well as optimize a particular technology (CFD). We have thereby 1) obtained
information about how proteins in nature interact with phosphates, which can be
used in future rational design of phosphorus bioscavengers, 2) quantified how con-
sistently phosphates are described using a variety of electronic structure methods,
which is a crucial basis for running future simulations with phosphates, 3) shown
how the interaction between a flexible hexapeptide and inorganic phosphate can
be accurately described, which motivates the idea that computational methods can
be used to prototype different molecular bioscavengers, and 4) demonstrated how
complex macro-scale designs can be optimized and prototyped in silico.
The studies presented in this thesis not only elucidate central aspects for the
systems in question but also effectively demonstrate how computational tools can
and should be an integral part of an iterative experimental and theoretical design
process during the development of advanced biomimetic technologies. Finally, it
is crucial to note that the development of a biomimetic recovery technology is not
limited to phosphorus – rather, phosphorus recovery can be seen as a model system
for the development of broad range of biomimetic water treatment technologies,
capable of not only recovering different valuable resources (phosphorus, nitrogen,
lithium, biopolymers, etc.) but also removing challenging species such as pesticides
and heavy metals from water streams.
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